
 

 

Video enumeration for sockeye into Kuthai and King Salmon Lakes 

Summary Report 

 

The following report summarizes the outcomes of PSC Northern Fund grant for installing video 

enumeration equipment at King salmon and Kuthai Lakes located within the Taku River drainage 

and the Taku River Tlingit Traditional Territory. 

 

Background 

TRT Fisheries conducts long term adult sockeye enumeration weirs at Kuthai and King Salmon 

Lakes located within the Taku River drainage. The King Salmon Lake weir has operated since 

2004 and the Kuthai lake weir since 1992. It is anticipated that these weirs will operate long 

term. Ghàt âyi (Kuthai) Lake is considered very important to the First Nation in terms of relative 

proximity to the community and associated traditional use. 

Due to shallow water at both lake outlets, and resulting bear activity, there was an interest in 

trying to improve the efficiency of moving fish thru these weirs. In 2018, DFO provided video 

and power systems for trial video enumeration. This appeared to work very well, however the 

equipment had to be returned for DFO following the season. Therefore, the TRT Fisheries 

Department applied for funding through the PSC Northern Fund to purchase its own video 

equipment.   

In 2018, with substantial in-kind support from DFO, TRT Fisheries was able to conduct a trial 

year of switching to video enumeration of adult sockeye at both lakes. DFO provided 2 video 

units along with the associated power systems. However, these needed to be. Training on how 

to set-up and utilize the video system was provided to the TRT Fisheries Manager, Field 

Supervisor and Technicians prior to installation. Indications are that this upgrade to project 

implementation was successful and that such is the best direction to go in terms of improving 

efficiency of enumeration at these sites.  

 

 

 



Methodology 

The shift to using motion detection video monitoring equipment makes sense due to its wide-

ranging applications. Video observation requires no handling of fish and is a passive, non-

invasive process that can potentially operate continuously. Also, digital video images can be 

reviewed, archived long term and will reduce possible impacts to the species being observed. 

The video system provides a picture of each fish along with a prescribed 11 second video 

activated by motion sensors. This allows for identification of species, gender, tag application and 

length (within approximately 3cm). As well, a lighted tunnel allows for system utilization at 

night.  

The camera itself is an Axis Communications brand, model P1365 Mk II Network Camera. It 

has features which include: a lightfinder for color images even in very low light; flexible CS-

mount lens alternatives; up to 50 or 60 fps in HDTV 1080p; Zipstream, which saves bandwidth 

without sacrificing quality; and WDR - Forensic Capture for details in bright and dark areas. 

Set-up and use was facilitated thru regular weir operations,  

Benefits of the project should be long-term with improvement to the efficiency of weir operations 

and expedient fish enumeration. Monitoring and maintenance of the project will be done thru 

regular TRT Fisheries operations with the results and data being overseen by the PSC TBR 

Technical Committee. 

 

Results 

TRT Fisheries received in-kind contributions from re-profiled funds of the DFO-Aboriginal 

Fisheries Strategy Program that allowed this project to be accomplished under budget. 

Video cameras and associated infrastructure (aluminum counting boxes that funnel fish to 

beneath the camera), solar power supply, computers and associated materials were purchased 

and successfully installed during the 2019 field season. 

The results of this video application are considered to be highly successful resulting in less fish 

hold-back, less handling and a long term permanent record of fish moving through the weirs. 

See photos below for visuals of the installed system. Appendix A describes the details of the 

video installation. 

 



 

Screenshot of fish from motion activated video installed at Kuthai lake (above). 

 

 

 

 
 
Camera station installed and counting fish (above) 

 



 
 
Battery bank (above) 

 
 
Computer station, Kuthai weir (above) 

 
 
 
 



 

  

 

 
 

 

 

Fish camp camera system 

A guide for installation 

This document is a guide for installation of video camera systems in fish camps. Every step is detailed 
with pictures to make it as clear as possible. 

Sean Stark - 
DFO 
Marc Potevin 
2020/02/18 

Appendix A 



 
 
 
 

 
Kuthai Weir – 2019  
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1. General schematic 
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2. Power 

 

a. Power Consumption 

The role of the battery bank is to provide enough power to all electrical equipment. Typically, we 
would like the system to be able to run for 48 consecutive hours without any need for a 
supplement charge (i.e generator or solar).  
We can estimate the power consumption of the installation: 

Equipment Power Consumption 

PoE switch 10W 

Laptop 65W 

Camera 5W 

LED strip 20W 

Total 100W 

 
These numbers are maximum consumption and will typically be less. Considering the installation 
is consuming 100W out of 12V batteries: 
 
 

𝑃
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12
= 8.4 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 

 
8.4 ∗ 24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎 𝒂𝒎𝒑𝒔 𝒑𝒆𝒓 𝒅𝒂𝒚 

 



The camera system could draw up to a max of 200 amps a day. It is therefore recommended to 
have a minimum of 400 amps hour battery bank as this will go a couple of days before being fully 
depleted. 

b. Setting up batteries 

Connecting batteries together help to increase the total available amount of power. Batteries 
should always be connected in parallel, so the capacity of each battery adds up together: 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1/ Arrange the batteries where they will be stored. Put all the positive posts in a row and 

typically on the inside to prevent accidental groundings 

2/ Use jump cables to hook up each positive post together and make sure the connections are 

snug. Do the same for the negative posts. Hooking the batteries up this way will keep the 

voltage the same but increase the capacity, four 12v 100 amp/hr batteries becomes One 12v 

400 amp/hr battery.  

3/ Generally speaking the larger the gauge of the jump cable (1ga is larger than 16ga) the better 

it is. 4-gauge jumpers are recommended. Do not use 12- or 16-gauge wire (these are too small 

and might overheat which could lead to a fire).  

4/ When hooking up the inverter to the batteries it is better to hook up to the positive on one 

battery and the negative on the furthest away battery (see diagram). This draws from all the 

batteries equally and doesn’t put a strain on any one battery. 

5/ If you get a charger, 1 set of leads must be hooked up to the same battery. Put the leads on 

one of the middle batteries.  

 

 

 

= 

12V / 100AH 

12V / 100AH 

12V / 100AH 

12V / 100AH 

12V / 400AH 



c. 12V/120V Inverter 

Because standard electrical equipment uses 120V AC current, an inverter has to be used to 
convert the 12VDC current coming out of the battery bank into 120V AC current. The resulting 
120V AC current will be used to power the laptop, the PoE switch and the other inverter in the 
Weir section. 

3. Laptop 

 

a. Minimum requirements 

In order to handle the Axis Camera Station software, the laptop must meet the following 
minimum requirements: 

- Min specs for AXIS Camera Station client & server - up to 4 cameras 
- OS: Windows 10 Pro 64-bit 
- CPU: Intel Core i3 3.7 GHz or above, such as Intel Core i3-4360 (4 CPUs) 3.7Ghz 
- RAM: 8GB, DDR3-1600 
- Hard drive: SATA 6 Gb/s, 5400 RPM, 64 MB cache, Surveillance Class 

 

b. Axis Camera Station 

Axis Camera Station is the software used to visualize/record the Axis camera video stream. A 
complete description of this software is beyond the scope of this installation guide. We will 
review here the basics features to ensure proper operation. 
 
 



➢ STARTING AXIS CAMERA STATION SOFTWARE 

To start the Axis camera station software, double-click on the Desktop Icon. This will start the 
Axis server and the Camera Station client. 
 

➢ LICENSE 

In order to work, Axis requires that a camera is paired with a computer. Therefore, you must 
ensure that the camera you have is the one registered with your computer. To do so, click onto 
the “License” tab and ensure that the Camera Mac Address is the same as the S/N field behind 
the camera. 

  

N.B: Computers and cameras have been labelled to avoid any confusion. Make sure your 
camera and your computer have the same labels (“Kuthai” or “KingSalmon”) prior to setting 
things up. 



4. PoE switch 

 

 

a. Principle 

The role of a switch is to connect the camera and the computer to the same network. 
The switch we are using is a Netgear ProSafe GS108PE. This switch has 2 types of ports: PoE 
(yellow) and non-PoE (blue). Both ports will transport data. In addition, PoE ports (Power-Over-
Ethernet) provide power (15.4W) to the equipment it is connected to. Only the camera needs to 
be powered by Ethernet. Therefore, only the camera should be connected to a yellow port. The 
computer is powered separately and just needs to be connected to a regular non-PoE port (blue). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5. Weir Inverter Camera is PoE-powered 
                     = 
         PoE yellow port 

Computer is powered by inverter 
                            = 
              non-PoE blue port 



 

a. Principle 

The role of an inverter is to change the current from 120V to 12V or vice versa. The first inverter 
changes the 12V current from the battery bank to 120V because home appliances (like our 
computer and our switch) need 120V current in order to work. However, the lamp we are using 
in the weir box needs 12V current. Therefore, we need another inverter in order to convert the 
120V current back to 12V. 
This inverter is smaller than the first one because it only powers the box lamp. Because it is so 
close to the weir box, it needs to be hidden in a waterproof enclosure to prevent any damage. 
This equipment is contained into a PVC junction box. 
 
 
  



6. Axis Camera 

 

 

a. Requirements 

The camera is an Axis P1365 Mk II. It is used with the ultra-wide AXIS 1.80 mm - 3 mm lens for CS 
Mount. 

 
As explained before, this camera is PoE powered, meaning that just one Ethernet cable is 
required to both power and get data from the camera. Take extra care when manipulating the 
camera and/or the lens as any shock could permanently damage this fragile equipment. 
 
 
 
 
 



b. Installation 

 

 

 
 

Side view of the camera box with fish tunnel, mirror, LED tube and camera waterproof enclosure 

 

 

➢ FINDING DEAD CENTER FOR MOUNTING THE CAMERA 

 

A. Find the center of the box by taking the length and dividing by 2  (24”) 

B. Find the center of the box by taking the width and dividing by 2  (11”) 

C. Measure the thickness of the mounting bar     (2”) 

D. Distance of the camera lens from the side of the waterproof enclosure (2.5”) 

 

To find the center point for the camera, subtract the thickness of the mounting bar from the 
center point of the width of the box and the distance of the lens from the side of the waterproof 
enclosure (24-2-2.5=20.5”). Draw a line there. The front of the bar would align with this line and 
will position the camera over the center of the box. Repeat the process for finding the width. 
 

➢ ADJUSTING HEIGHT OF THE CAMERA 

This will involve some playing with and getting familiar with the camera. When setting up the 
waterproof enclosure height you do not want the enclosure submerged in the water as this will 
allow algae and other films to grow on the lens. You want the camera zoomed out enough so you 
can see the whole grid pattern in the mirror and a little bit of each opening. You can do this by 



moving the housing up and down as well as playing with the zoom setting on the camera. Once 
you’ve got the camera where you want it, adjust the focus in the settings 
 

7. Installation of other components 

 

a. Depth of water 

 

You will have to have enough water in the box to act as a ballast, so the box won’t float. The 
height of the water in the chamber will have to be as high as the depth of the creek at a minimum.  
It is recommended to put more in to handle any little rises of water.  
Filter any water you put into the chamber. Best is to use a 5-micron filter to remove as much 
sediment and grit as possible. Then treat the water with 30 ml of bleach to inhibit growth of 
algae. You don’t want to add to much bleach as it creates a white haze. 

 

b. Mounting and position of light 

 
To mount the light, place 2 vertical strips of the loop Velcro the same width apart as the light on 
the counting box wall. Center the strips as best you can. Allow the glue to set for 24 hours before 
filling with water. Put the hook Velcro on the back of the light mount. The water will float the 
light and the Velcro will help keep it in place 

 
The light needs to be completely submerged in the water so it does not cause glaring on the 
surface of the water that would affect the camera. It also helps keep the light cool. The light 
should be positioned so that most of the light is shining into the far bottom corner of the tunnel 
and direct light should not be facing up into the camera. When setting up it is quickly apparent 
what the optimal position is. 
  

N.B: Remember that the camera enclosure cannot be under water (but it can be very close 
to the surface of the water). 

Let glue set for 24 hours before submerging in water. 



8. Maintenance 

a. Cleaning the tunnel 

It is very important that the tunnel and chamber are cleaned regularly. It is recommended to 
clean the part of the tunnel that the fish swims through daily. Leave no algae behind. The inside 
of the chamber should be cleaned a minimum of every second day or sooner. Wipe off the tunnel, 
the mirror and the light. You may have to eventually change the water inside the chamber as it 
gets murky. Adding the bleach slows this down but you will still have to do this. Remove all the 
water wipe down the mirror, tunnel, light and sides of the chamber then add filtered water and 
bleach back to the chamber. If creek water is murky you may want to hold off until the water 

clears up again.  

 

 
Happy counting! ☺ 

We cannot stress how important is to keep all parts of the counting chamber clean. 


